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Response to NMED Comments on the Review of "Non-Mixed Waste Determination for
TRU Stabilized Pyrochemical Salts - Profile No. RF00S.01, Revision 2.1", dated September

1999
Introduction
On November 10, 1999, the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) transmitted
comments on the "non-Mixed waste Determination for TRU Stabilized Pyrochemical Salts Profile No. RFO0S.01, Revision 2.1" to the Department of Energy/Carlsbad Area Office
(DOE/CAO). These comments included the NMED's perspective on 1) the completeness
determination document; 2) the technical basis for DOE's non-mixed waste determination; and
3) the Rocky Flats Environmental Technology Site's (RFETS) compliance with the W1PP Waste
Analysis Plan contained in the November 1998 W1PP Revised Draft Hazardous Waste Permit.

The NMED issued these comments to document technical issues with Waste Stream RFO0S.01
and stated that it was not requesting a response to its comments. However, on November 30,
1999, the NMED issued Administrative Compliance Order HRM 99-05 (CO) to the DOE and the
Westinghouse Waste Isolation Division (W1D), and this compliance order centered on some of
the same issues raised in the NMED's November 10, 1999 letter. In fact, the Order cites the
letter, stating "On November 10, 1999, NMED informed the DOE that the accumulated
documentation regarding Waste Stream RF00S.01 was not adequate to demonstrate the absence
of hazardous constituents."
On December 9, 1999 DOE/CAO and W1D met with the NMED along with RFETS
representatives (via teleconference) to present additional RFETS data supporting the DOE's nonmixed determination for Waste Stream RF00S.01. On December 16, 1999, the DOE and W1D
filed a formal response to Administrative Compliance Order HRM 99-05 (CO). This response
also contained numerous documents supporting the accuracy ofDOE's non-mixed waste
determination.
Even though the November 10, 1999 NMED letter assures the DOE that no response is
necessary, DOE/CAO has prepared this document to ensure that all of the NMED's concerns are
addressed regarding the non-mixed waste determination for Waste Stream RF00S.01. The
following provides direct citations from the NMED's November 10, 1999 letter and the DOE's
response to each of the NMED's concerns. In addition to these responses, DOE is providing a
copy of the historical documentation pertaining to RF00S.01 that was previously given to NMED
on December 16, 1999. This historical documentation provides a complete record of how the
waste that was input to waste stream RF00S.01 was managed in Colorado.
Note: RFETS identifies waste streams by using item descriptor codes or IDCs. The stabilized
pyrochemical salts in waste stream RF00S.01 consists of three final form IDCs (i.e., 454X, 41 lX
and 433X). These final form IDCs can be traced to several input or precedent IDCs as shown in
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Table 1. The responses given in this document address only those final form IDCs and
corresponding precedent IDCs that were actually shipped to the WIPP for disposal.

*

Table 1 - List ofIDCs Shipped to WIPP
Precedent IDC
Final Form IDC
404
454X or433X
411
411X
454X
412
413
411X
414
454X or433X
415*
454X
416
454X
427
433X
433
433X
434
433X
473
411X
654
411X
This IDC was inadvertently omitted from the Non-Mixed Waste Determination
Report.

Responses To NMED Comments
A.

General Completeness Analysis

Comment A. I: The Rocky Flats Environmental Technology Site (RFETS) document entitled
"Non-Mixed Determination for TRU Stabilized Pyrochemical Salts-Profile No. RF005.0l,
Revision 2.1, September 9, 1999 (Stabilized Pyrochemical Salts Document, Rev .2.1) was
examined to determine whether all of the necessary referenced material was included in the
supplemental information package and Responses to Comments (Rev. 0). Most of the
information referenced within the Stabilized Pyrochemical Salts Document, Rev.2.1 was
included in the information package submitted with Revision 0 of the Document or were
provided with Responses to Comments on Rev. 0. However, the following information should
have been provided to facilitate a complete technical review of the Stabilized Pyrochemical Salts
Document, Rev .2.1:
•

"Statistical Solid Analysis Data Evaluation Report for Stabilized Pyrochemical Salts
Lot 3 (IDC 433X, Profile RF005.0l) -TRG-040-99, August 31, 1999" (New
Reference No. 18).

•

"Statistical Solid Analysis Data Evaluation Report for Stabilized Pyrochemical Salts
Lot 2 (IDC 41 IX, Profile RF005.01) - TRG-032-99, July 12, 1999" (New Reference
16).
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•

Results and supporting documentation for the total metals analyses conducted on
eight cans ofIDC 41 lX waste. The data would have been used to conduct an
independent verification of the results of the statistical manipulation of the data and
conclusions that the concentrations of total metals in the waste are below the
regulatory threshold limit (RTL) provided in Appendix C of the Pyrochemical Salts
Waste Document, Rev.2.1. The total metals analyses data for all waste samples
should be traceable to the precedent JDC.

•

"Wastes Stream and Residue Identification And Characterization, Building 707,
Version 6.0" (New Reference 17).

•

"Salt Residue Stabilization Building 707 Qualification Report, Revision 2. June 29,
1999 (Updated Reference 14).

•

Visual Examination Forms which present more detailed, drum-specific information, if
available.

Response A. I : The documents listed in the first, second, and third bullets were provided to the
NMED on December 9, 1999. Receipt of these documents was confirmed during a
teleconference on that same day. Additionally, with regard to the third bullet, the total metals
analyses data for all waste samples is traceable to the precedent JDC. Table 2 identifies the
precedent IDC(s) for all the random samples collected and analyzed as part of the
characterization confirmation.
Table 2 - List of Precedent JDC to Random Sample
Final Form IDC
454X
454X
Subtotal
433X
433X
433X
433X
433X
433X
433X
Subtotal
411X
411X
411X
411X
Subtotal
Total

Number of Random
Samples
8
1
9
1
2
2
1
5
1
1
13
3
3
1
1
8
30

Precedent IDC(s)
414
414; 454X (414)
404;427
414;427
414; 433X (414,433); 454X
(414)
414;434
427
427;416
427;435
411
411; 413
413;654
413
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Attachment 1 provides the "Wastes Stream and Residue Identification And Characterization,
Building 707, Version 6.0". Attachment 2 provides the "Salt Residue Stabilization Building 707
Qualification Report, Revision 2, dated June 29, 1999. Attachment 3 contains copies of visual
examination forms for IDC 41 lX and 433X cans of salt that were randomly sampled, if
applicable. (The visual examination forms for IDC 454X was included with the administrative
record submitted along with the first submittal of the Non-Mixed Waste Determination Report.)
B.

Technical Evaluation of the RFETS Non-Mixed Determination for TRU Stabilized
Pyrochemical Salts-Profile No. RF00S.01, September, 1999 (Revision 2.1)

Comment B.l.a: The Stabilized Pyrochemical Salts Document, Rev.2.1 does not include
sufficient acceptable knowledge information to completely confirm the validity of RFETS' nonhazardous waste determination for the IDCs 41 IX, 454X, and 433X. Specifically, the following
information would have been required to facilitate a complete technical review:
•

Neither the Stabilized Pyrochemical Salts Document, Rev.2.1, associated references, nor
response to comments clarify or fully justify the apparent combination of all pyrochemical
salts into a single waste stream (i.e., combination ofIDC 41 lX, IDC 433X, and IDC
454X). Section 2.2 (page 3) of the Stabilized Pyrochemical Salts Document indicates that
the salt residues previously generated at RFETS are categorized into 25 IDCs and that these
25 IDCs have been grouped into four categories for stabilization. It appears that this
grouping of IDCs was done because the IDCs have similar matrices and concerns with
respect to the pyre-oxidation process used to stabilize the pyrochemical salts waste stream.
However, this grouping of varied IDCs into four main groups does not appear to be
appropriate for the non hazardous waste determination since the analytical results reported
in Appendix C (especially for chromium and lead) imply that there may be significant
chemical differences with respect to metals between the individual IDCs.

Response B. l .a: At the time the Salt Residue Stabilization process was developed there were no
analytical data available that could confirm whether there were any pyrophoric or reactive metals
in the salt residues. Based on knowledge of the processes that created the salt residues it was
determined that plutonium, cerium, calcium, sodium, magnesium, and potassium could
potentially be present in a pyrophoric or reactive form. The Salt Residue Stabilization process
was developed to eliminate reactivity by ensuring the metals of interest exist in an oxidized form
in the stabilized salt residues.
The operating parameters for the Salt Residue Stabilization process were developed at the Los
Alamos National Laboratories (LANL). LANL performed in excess of 100 experimental runs to
determine the acceptable parameter ranges for this process. The operating parameters were
documented in the "Summary Report Salt Management Project" dated July 31, 1996 and "Los
Alamos Memorandum NMSM/RF: 98-021 to Ken Ferrera, K-H from Anthony Muscatello,
LANLIRF" (see Attachment 4). The amount of oxidant (sodium carbonate) required for
stabilization was based on the process that generated the salt residue and the quantity of
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plutonium in the salt residue. It was postulated that salt residue resulting from certain processes
would tend to have more plutonium or the other metals of interest in the reactive state.
Therefore, recipes were developed for the amount of oxidant to be added depending upon
whether the salt residue resulted from Electrorefining, Molten Salt Extraction, or Direct Oxide
Reduction. In addition, it was determined that like salts should be grouped together. For
example calcium chloride salts should not be grouped with sodium/potassium/magnesium
chloride salts. Therefore, the Salt Residue Stabilization process implemented at RFETS grouped
IDCs based on whether they were calcium chloride salts or sodium/potassium/magnesium
chloride salts. They were further grouped depending upon if the salt came from Electrorefining,
Molten Salt Extraction, or Direct Oxide Reduction.
Waste streams are distinguished based upon physical form, chemical composition (including
hazardous waste codes), and the waste generating process. Waste generated from the same or
similar process and having the same or similar physical form and the same hazardous waste
codes may be classified into the same waste stream. For waste stream RF00S.01, all the
precedent IDCs satisfied these criteria. Specifically, each of the precedent IDCs was generated
from a pyrochemical salt process used to process plutonium, each was of similar physical form
(i.e., pyrochemical salt) and each was characterized as non-hazardous waste. Since the precedent
IDCs satisfied the criteria for being combined into one waste stream, no effort was made to
evaluate chemical differences between the precedent IDCs. Any significant chemical differences
would be captured in the overall waste stream lot variability obtained from the confirmation
analysis results of the randomly selected samples reported in Appendix C of the subject NonMixed Waste Determination Report.
Comment B.l.b: Data provided imply that IDCs 363,364,411, and 473 are from a single
Electrorefining Process performed in Building 779, but the specific chemical differences between
these initial IDCs are not addressed. Flow charts do not show IDC 363, 364, or 473, and the
potential TC metal concentration in the various stages that should have been addressed to ensure
that combination of the waste into a single IDC 41 lX is appropriate. Also, because IDC 654
originated from experimental activities, combining of this IDC with more "single process"
activities is of question and would require further justification. Additionally, IDCs 413 and 426
represent clean-out waste from processes other than electrorefining, and inclusion of this waste in
a single electrorefining waste stream is of question. Although some detailed metals data for IDC
411 are provided, it is unknown whether the actual 41 lX samples collected are representative of
the entire combined waste stream, or are representative of only a small portion of the 41 lX waste
stream.
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Response B.1.b: IDCs 363, 364 and 426 were not precedent IDCs for any salt waste that has
been shipped to WJPP to date. Consequently, these precedent IDCs have been excluded from the
following response.
The electrorefining process used electrolysis to purify plutonium metal in a NaCl/KCl/MgC12 salt
media. The example flow sheet for the B779 ER process was meant to illustrate the process flow
of the original generating process, not to provide an all-inclusive flow diagram. Figure 1
illustrates the overall flow of material from the individual generating processes through the
stabilization process. ER furnaces were also operated in B371 and B776. The purification was
designed to remove or reduce the metal contamination in the plutonium metal feedstock. The
process generated IDC 411 as the waste/residue salt. The IDC 473 consists of containers of IDC
411 selected for transfer to LANL. The selection of the specific containers was based on
shipping constraints. IDC 654 was generated in an experimental process to remove neptunium
from plutonium metal. Although the process was "experimental", the basis for the
experimentation was to determine the separation efficiency of neptunium from plutonium by the
ER process. The process was the standard ER process and the salt composition was the same.
IDC 413 was generated from the scraping and cleaning of pyrochemical furnace cells. Process
knowledge indicated that the residue/waste was generated in furnaces using NaCl/KCl/MgC12
salts. Since the ER salts IDC 411,413,473, and 654 were non-hazardous at RFETS (see WSRIC
books and BWRBB), their combination into a single waste stream was done to utilize the
parameters recommended for the stabilization ofNaCl/KCl salts.
The actual 41 lX samples are representative of the entire combined 41 lX IDC because the
samples were randomly selected from the entire 411 X population of output containers - i.e., each
output container had an equal chance of being selected. Random sample selection ensures the
sample is representative of the population from which it is selected and the sample mean and
variance can then be used to draw valid inferences about the population mean and variance.
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Report.

R&D Salt Cleanup:
IDC 416 ingots of Zn-Mg alloy and salt residuals from CaCI 2 processes
**Of the 17 potential input IDCs, only these 12 IDCs have been shipped to WIPP.
••• IDC 435 was included in the analysis results, but not shipped to WIPP

Figure I - General Process Flow Chart for Pyrochemical Salts
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Comment B.l.c: The Stabilized Pyrochemical Salts Document, Rev. 2.1 states that IDC 433X
includes IDCs 427,433,434, and 435, which could also include various combinations ofIDCs
365,404,412,414, and 416. However, numerous questions regarding this combination and
descriptions of waste streams are raised through examination of the Stabilized Pyrochemical
Salts Document, Rev. 2.1 and associated references. For example, the Stabilized Pyrochemical
Salts Document, Rev. 2.1 also states that IDCs 433-435 are both MSE salts and Salt Scrub IDCs.
This information directly conflicts with data presented in the Backlog Waste Reassessment Book
(Backlog Book), which states on page WF34-6 that IDCs 433-435 are the product of Salt Scrub
and does not describe IDCs 433-435 as being products of MSE. In addition, ifIDC 433 is
intended to include Salt Scrub waste, the Stabilized Pyrochemical Salts Document, Rev. 2.1
should have explained why IDC 429 is not included in the grouping, as the Backlog Book
includes this in Salt Scrub waste (p. Wf 34-6). Also, the apparent combination of MSE and Salt
Scrub processes into a single process would require additional justification, as it is unclear
whether all Salt Scrub operations accepted only MSE waste, or if the Salt Scrub also accepted
waste from activities other than MSE (as implied by the inclusion of non-MSE IDCs, such as
IDC 365).
Response B.1.c: IDCs 3 65 and 435 were not in the salt wastes shipped to WIP P. Consequently,
these precedent IDCs have been excluded from the following response. Refer to Figure 1 for
more specific information and for the identification ofprecedent JDCs referenced in the
comment.
IfIDC 454X or any of its precedent IDC material is combined with IDC 433X feedstock
materials, the outbound IDC will be 433X per procedure. This outbound IDC designation would
apply if the IDCs were combined during the blending of high actinide content material with low
actinide content material or rework of>200 FGE material.
The product of the DCHP MSE process was only IDC 427. IDCs 433 and 434 were generated in
the salt scrub process of the IDC 427. These residues/wastes are non-hazardous CaC12 matrix
materials and 433 and 434 are products of the salt scrub of 427. Consequently, their combination
into a single inbound stream allowed the use of the recommended oxidant ratio for the
stabilization of CaC12 based feedstocks. The inclusion of 433 - 435 as a direct product of the
MSE process was an error. The BWRBB is correct.
IDC 429 is a NaCl/K.Cl/MgC12 based byproduct of an aluminum/magnesium salt scrub.
Therefore, the IDC not be part of a CaC12 based inbound stabilization feedstock.
Since MSE residues were the precedent IDCs for the salt scrub processes, RFETS considered
them to be intermediate streams from the same process. Since all the salts are considered nonhazardous at RFETS (see WSRIC books and BWRBB), their combination with similar matrix
salts for stabilization operations is appropriate.
Comment B.1.d: The Stabilized Pyrochemical Salts Document, Rev. 2.1 should have clearly
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described all input material to IDC 433X, including specific process origin. For example, the
Stabilized Pyrochemical Salts Document, Rev. 2.1 implies that the "salt scrub" wastes include
both MSE and Salt Scrub waste, but all MSE IDCs are not included, and the specific origin of all
Salt Scrub waste is not described. That is, the inclusion ofIDC 427 (MSE) should have been
better justified, as well as the exclusion ofIDCs 404-410. Also, the specific "parent" waste for
IDCs 434 and 435 should have been discussed, as the Backlog Book states that IDC 433
represents salts from the salt scrub ofIDC 427 MSE salts, but does not describe the original
wastes processed to generate IDCs 434 and 435.
Response B.l.d: IDC 435 was not in the salt wastes shipped to WIPP. Consequently, this
precedent JDC has been excluded from the following response. Refer to Figure 1 for more
specific information and for the identification ofprecedent JDCs referenced in the comment.
The product of the DCHP MSE process was only IDC 427. IDCs 433 and 434 were generated in
the salt scrub process ofIDC 427. These residues/wastes are non-hazardous CaC12 matrix
materials and 433 and 434 are products of the salt scrub of 427. Therefore, their combination
into a single inbound stream (IDC 433X) allowed the use of the recommended oxidant ratio for
the stabilization of CaC12 based-feedstocks.
IDCs 405-410 are NaCl/KCl/MgC1 2 based MSE residues and would not be included in a CaC12
based inbound stabilization feedstock. IDC 404 is a precedent IDC for 454X not 433X.
The BWRBB identifies IDC 434 as being generated from the salt scrub ofMSE DCHP salts (see
p. WF34-6). The BWRBB write up on MSE describes the conversion of the MSE process to the
use ofDCHP and identifies that the converted process produced IDC 427 (seep. WF34-4 of the
BWRBB).
Comment B.l.e: The Stabilized Pyrochemical Salts Document, Rev.I (Appendix A) provided a
process flow diagram for the pyrochemical electrorefining process. However, the process flow
diagram only shows that the process generated IDC 411 waste, it does not show how or where
the remaining IDC's (IDCs 363,364,473,654,413, and 426) that make up IDC 41 lX were
generated. The Stabilized Pyrochemical Salts Document, Rev.2.1 should have been revised to
provide process flow diagrams for each of the IDCs that make up IDC 41 lX. Also, the apparent
exclusion of this flow diagram from Stabilized Pyrochemical Salts Document, Rev. 2. Lshould
have been justified.
Response B.l.e: IDCs 363, 364 and 426 were notfeedstocksfor any salt waste shipped to WIPP.
Consequently, these precedent IDCs have been excluded from the following response. Refer to
Figure 1 for more specific information and for the identification ofprecedent IDCs referenced in
the comment.
The example flow sheet for the B779 ER process was meant to illustrate the process flow of the
original generating process. The intention was not to provide an all-inclusive flow diagram.
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RFETS does not have WSRIC Building Book process flow diagrams for every IDC generated.
Many IDCs were generated before the WSRIC Building Book documentation was developed.
Figure 1 attempts to illustrate the overall flow of material from the individual generating
processes through the stabilization process. The purification was designed to remove or reduce
the metal contamination in the plutonium metal feedstock. The process generated IDC 411 as the
waste/residue salt. The IDC 473 consists of containers ofIDC 411 selected for transfer to
LANL. The selection of the specific containers was based on shipping constraints. IDC 654 was
generated in an experimental process to remove neptunium from plutonium metal. Although the
process was "experimental" the basis for the experimentation was to determine the separation
efficiency of neptunium from plutonium by the ER process. The process was the standard ER
process and the salt composition was the same. IDC 413 was generated from the scraping and
cleaning of pyrochemical furnace cells. Process knowledge indicated that the residue/waste was
predominantly generated in furnaces using NaCl/K.Cl/MgC1 2 salts. Since the ER salts IDC 411,
413,473, and 654 were non-hazardous at RFETS (see WSRIC books and BWRBB), their
combination into a single waste stream (IDC 41 lX) was done to utilize the parameters
recommended for the stabilization ofNaCl/K.Cl salts.
The exclusion of the example ER flow diagram from Revision 2.1 was an oversight. The ER
flow diagram included in Revision 1 of the Non-Mixed Waste Determination Report is included
in Attachment 5.
Comment B.1.f: The Stabilized Pyrochemical Salts Document, Rev. 2.1 (Appendix A) also
provides flow diagrams for MSE and MSE Salt Scrub. A-5 presents IDC 427, but the Stabilized
Pyrochemical Salts Document, Rev. 2.1 states that MSE also includes IDCs 433-435, which are
not shown on this diagram. Also, the Stabilized Pyrochemical Salts Document, Rev. 2.1 states
that IDC 433X can include IDCs 365,404,412,414, and 416, but flow diagrams do not present
how these IDCs may enter the Salt Scrub process. The Stabilized Pyrochemical Salts Document,
Rev. 2.1 also states that IDCs 433-435 are MSE products, but flow diagrams show these as Salt
Scrub products. Also, no flow diagram shows how IDC 435 is generated. The Stabilized
Pyrochemical Salts Document, Rev. 2.1 should have been revised to include better flow diagrams
that show input/output for each IDC discussed to further explain combination of these IDCs.
Response B.l.f: IDCs 365 and 435 were not in the salt wastes shipped to WIPP. Consequently,
these precedent IDCs have been excluded from the following response. Refer to Figure 1 for
more specific information and for the identification ofprecedent IDCs referenced in the
comment.
IDCs 433 and 434 were generated in the salt scrub process of the IDC 427 feedstocks. These
residues/wastes are non-hazardous CaC12 matrix materials and 433 and 434 are products of the
salt scrub of 427. Therefore, their combination into a single inbound stream allowed the use of
the recommended oxidant ratio for the stabilization of CaC12 based materials. Since MSE
residues were the feedstocks for the salt scrub processes, RFETS considered them to be
intermediate streams from the same process. Since all the salts are considered non-hazardous at
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RFETS (see WSRIC books and BWRBB), their combination with similar matrix salts for
stabilization operations was considered appropriate
IfIDC 454X or any of its precedent IDC material is combined with IDC 433X precedent
materials, the outbound IDC will be 433X per procedure. This outbound IDC designation would
apply if the IDCs were combined during the blending of high actinide content material with low
actinide content material or rework of>200 FGE material.
Comment B.1 .g: Combination ofIDCs 454,365,414,404,412, and 416 into a single IDC 454X
waste stream requires additional justification. Data provided indicate that the DOR process
results in IDCs 365 and 414, with plutonium oxide being the specific plutonium-bearing feed
material. IDCs 404,412, and 416, on the other hand, are apparently generated through refinement
of impure plutonium metals (presumably of various origins), bringing to question whether the
combination of these IDCs is appropriate. The Stabilized Pyrochemical Salts Document, Rev.2.1,
does not address the specific chemical input associated with each IDCs, which could result in
different waste outputs, and which could also account for the apparent variability noted by
RFETS itself.
Response: JDC 365 was not in the salt wastes shipped to WJPP. Consequently, this precedent
JDC has been excludedfrom the following response. Refer to Figure 1 for more specific
information and for the identification ofprecedent JDCs referenced in the comment.
As shown in the flow diagrams for the IDC 404, there is a potential for calcium metal in the salt
residue. The pyroredox and subsequent vacuum melt process were considered to be part of the
overall process. Due to the excess calcium metal used in the DOR process, the same potential
exists for calcium metal in the DOR residue/waste salts (IDCs 414 and 454). The inclusion of
IDCs 404,412,415 and 416 with the DOR salts in the CaC1 2 matrix based inbound stabilization
stream allowed the use of recommended oxidant parameters to deal with potential calcium metal
present.
Variability of metal contaminants within the precedent IDCs arises from processing variables,
including the variability in the quantity and concentration of metal contaminants in the
plutonium metal being purified or the plutonium oxide being converted to metal. Waste streams
are distinguished based upon physical form, chemical composition (including hazardous waste
codes), and the waste generating process. Waste generated from the same or similar process and
having the same or similar physical form and the same RCRA characterization may be classified
into the same waste stream. For waste stream RF005.01, all the precedent IDCs satisfied the
criteria for being combined into the same waste stream. Specifically, each of the precedent IDCs
was generated from a pyrochemical salt process used to process plutonium, each was of similar
physical form (i.e., pyrochemical salt) and each was characterized as non-hazardous waste (i.e.,
each had the same hazardous waste characterization of non-hazardous waste). Since the
precedent IDCs satisfied the criteria for being combined into one waste stream, no effort was
made to evaluate chemical differences between the precedent IDCs. Any important chemical
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differences would be captured in the overall waste stream lot variability obtained from the
confirmation analysis results of the randomly selected samples reported in Appendix C of the
subject Non-Mixed Waste Determination Report.
Comment B.l.h: In RFETS' response to NMED Comment No. 1 regarding the inadequacy of
RFETS hazardous waste determination, RFETS indicated that 96% (i.e., all but one) of the
containers sampled and deemed representative ofIDC 454X were from IDC 414. The
representativeness of the sampling data with respect to the entire combined waste stream IDC
454X is, therefore, of question because only one IDC was sampled. Also, information regarding
the specific combined IDCs sampled in the IDC 41 lX sampling should have been provided, but
available data do indicate that the preponderance ofIDC 41 lX data is for IDC 411 alone, with no
sampling data for IDCs 363,364,411,473,654,413, or 426. Similarly, the supporting data for
IDC 433X should have been provided, as no data were provided to support the supposition that
IDC 433X samples are truly representative of that combined IDC. RFETS should have addressed
whether the sampling performed is truly representative ofIDCs 41 lX, 433X and 454X.
Response B.l.h: IDCs 363, 364, and 426 were not in the salt wastes shipped to WIPP.
Consequently, these precedent IDCs have been excluded from the following response.
Table 2 illustrates the distribution of random samples by precedent IDC. The sampling
performed was representative in that the samples used were randomly selected and as such each
output container had an equal probability of being selected for sampling. The comment is in
error with respect to the percentage ofIDC 454X containers sampled that were from precedent
IDC 414. 96% ofIDC 454X contained IDC 414 as the source material- not 96% of the
containers sampled and deemed representative ofIDC 454X were from IDC 414. Because IDC
414 comprised 96% of the source material, it is not surprising that all 9 containers randomly
selected from the population contained IDC 414 source material.
Comment B.1.i: Data provided indicate that approvals received by the state regarding the nonhazardous nature of pyrochemical salts with respect to chromium were based upon process
activities and storage activities which ensured that the chromium would be present in the
trivalent state [see 40 CPR §261.4(b)(6)(i)]. However, the data do not address the potential
oxidation state as a result of pyrochemical salt stabilization, which is an oxidation process.
RFETS should have addressed this process with respect to maintenance of trivalent chromium,
and should have included any revisions or modifications of the State of Colorado's position
regarding these waste as a result of salt stabilization.
Response B.l.i: A June 14, 1993 letter from Mr. Fred Dowsett presented the State of Colorado's
agreement with removing D007 from the pyrochemical salts. This agreement was based upon
the State's review of a DOE letter from Mr. Michael Karol to Mr. Dowsett, dated May 24, 1993,
which included a position paper that addressed both the concentration and the valence state of
chromium in pyrochemical salts. Mr. Karol's letter indicates that the Site's nonhazardous waste
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determination with respect to chromium was based upon the concentration of chromium, not
upon the valence state of chromium. This characterization approach is consistent with the
trivalent chromium exclusion found at 40 CFR §261.4 (b)( 6)(i), since a generator would only
avail itself of this exclusion if the concentration of chromium first exceeded the regulatory
standard found at 40 CFR §261.24. Both the text of Mr. Karol's letter and the position paper
attached to this letter identify chromium concentrations below the regulatory standard. Since the
hazardous waste determination was based upon the concentration of chromium, there was no
need to evaluate the pyro-oxidation process with respect to maintenance of trivalent chromium.
Additionally, there was no revision or modification of the State of Colorado's position or any
need to reconsider the State's position regarding these wastes as a result of salt stabilization.
Although the trivalent chromium exclusion is not necessary for the nonhazardous waste
determination, the following discussion regarding the valence state of chromium in pyrooxidized salts is provided to fully respond to the comment.
The non-mixed waste pyro-oxidized salts sent to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) as
described in waste stream profile RF00S.01, Revision 2.1, provides the chemical nature and
makeup of the pyro-oxidized salts. Pyro-chemical salts that were run through the pyro--oxidation
process, and sent to WIPP during the period in question, used Sodium Carbonate (Na2CO 3) as the
oxidant in a molten salt format. Chromium may be present in some of these salts; however,
chromium +6 exists only in the oxo-species which includes CrO3 , CrO/2 , and CrO2F2 , all of
which are strong oxidizing agents and would not be present in any of the feed material to the
pyro-oxidation process. Also, these chromium +6 oxo-species are not easily formed unless in the
presence of a strong oxidizing agent unlike Sodium Carbonate.
It is also noted that if Cr+6 species did exist, such as in CrO 3 it would disassociate at 197°C, or
approximately 1000° K. The pyro-oxidation process was ru'n at 3 to 4 times this temperature.
Because CrO3 disassociates in the pyro-oxidation process the Cr+6 species will be reduced to Cr+3
species in the absence of a strong oxidizing agent. As noted above, the pyro-oxidation process
was run with a relatively weak oxidizing agent that does not have the capacity to oxidize the + 3
species to +6, or the capacity to retain the chromium in a +6 state.
Primarily, the pyro-chemical processes themselves do not result in chromium +6 oxo-species
being generated. For example, the direct oxide reduction process (DOR) directly reduces PuO2
to Pu0 (PuO2 + 2 Ca • Pu0 + 2CaO) thus, if any Cr+6 was in the input material during the DOR
process it would also have been reduced to metal (Cr°). Because of the chemistry of the pyrochemical process most of the chromium in the DOR process would remain in the plutonium
product and any chromium remaining in the salt would be in a metal or + 3 state. The Molten
Salt Extraction (MSE) process used chloride salts to purify plutonium metal. The driving
electrochemical potential in the MSE process forces the formation of Cr+3 (not Cr+6), however, it
has been found that some chromium (Cr0 or Cr+3) remains in the metal plutonium and salt waste.
The electrorefining (ER) salts operated under an inert atmosphere using chloride salts. Again,
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the chromium remaining in the salt phase would be in the + 3 state and not the +6 state.
Accordingly, no known or used pyro-chemical process generated or produced chromium in the
+6 state. The subsequent pyro-oxidation process was run under an inert atmosphere and the
oxidant used did not have a strong enough potential to oxidize Cr+3 to Cr+6 , or keep the chromium
in a +6 state during the pyro-oxidation process.
In general, the following thermodynamic information is substantive to the premise that Cr+6
would not be formed or maintained in the pyro-oxidation process. The following pertinent
thermodynamic data are available from:
L.B. Pankratz, J.M. Stuve, and N.A. Gockcen, "Thermodynamic Data for Mineral Technology",
Bureau of Mines Bulletin 677, 1984.

Compound
Na2O (c)
co (g)
Cr2O3 (c)
CrO 3 (g)
Na2CO 3 (c)

~Gr,(1000°k)
(kJ/mol)
-278.5
-200.3
-876.0
-224.7
-849.2

A reaction can only proceed if there is a negative change in the Gibbs free energy, that is the
reaction must be driven to the right to produce the products. The change in free energy for the
reaction involving CrO3 demonstrates chromium trioxide cannot exist at 1000° K (see equation
below).

The free energy change for this reaction is -426.6 kJ, which means the reaction will occur, i.e.,
CrO3 decomposes to a chromium +3 sesquioxide. It is noted that the free energy of formation for
an element in its reference state is 0 kJ. Thus, chromium trioxide spontaneously decomposes to
chromic oxide with release of oxygen at 1000° K at one atmospheric pressure. As stated above,
sodium carbonate cannot oxidize chromium metal to the +6 oxidation state, as illustrated by
calculating the free energy change for the following reaction:

The free energy change for this reaction is positive 886.5 kJ; however, a negative free energy is
required to drive the reaction to the right, i.e., formation of chromium +6 trioxide. As a result,
chromium trioxide cannot be produced by sodium carbonate oxidation of chromium metal. Also,
the pyro-oxidation process cannot produce chromium trioxide by simply oxidation of chromic
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oxide as shown by the following reaction:

Again, the free energy change for this reaction is+ 1538 kJ, which demonstrates the above
reaction will not occur.
Comment B.2: The Stabilized Pyrochemical Salts Document, Rev.2.1 does not provide an
adequate discussion of the disposition of at least one drum oflDC 411 waste that is known to
contain a hazardous waste. Based on Reference 4 (Section 2.3, page WF34-12), a subpopulation
of one 55-gallon drum (assigned IDC 411) that was assigned hazardous waste codes due to the
presence of an inner package of incinerator ash. This information is confirmed by the Baseline
Inventory Report (page P-RF-64, RF-MR-0411). The Stabilized Pyrochemical Salts Document,
Rev.2.1 should have been revised to state how this drum has been/will be managed to ensure that
this hazardous waste container is not incorporated into the IDC 411 X waste.
Response B.2: The drum in question is D36093. Based on historical information, this drum may
contain a container of ash residue material (ash residue material has been characterized as RCRA
waste); therefore, the drum is currently being managed as RCRA waste. The drum has not been
processed as of December 6, 1999.
Comment B.3: The Stabilized Pyrochemical Salts Document, Rev.2.1 (pages 6 and 7) indicates
that the salt stabilization treatment would sufficiently degrade any VOCs or SVOCs present in
waste, but analytical/technical justification for this assertion is not provided. Specifically,
headspace gas or solids sampling analytical information (including historical sampling/analysis
data that would be considered acceptable knowledge data), which demonstrates the absence of
VOCs/SVOCs, should have been provided, if available. The response to NMED's original
comment questioning the lack of SVOCNOC analysis was addressed by referencing the QAPP
and Attachment B.1, but these references did not directly address the question posed by NMED.
While it appears "logical" that degradation of VOCs at such high temperature would occur,
RFETS likewise called for high temperatures to completely volatilize mercury in samples, yet
mercury was detected. Therefore, "logical" arguments followed by supporting analytical data are
important.
Response B.3: Samples were not collected and analyzed for VOCs and SVOCs because it was
not a requirement at the time. The Transuranic Waste Characterization Quality Assurance
Program Plan (CAO-94-1010) specifically excluded the sampling and analysis of salt waste
because of high-temperature involved in the waste generation process.
Non-mixed TRUwaste such as the stabilized pyrochemical salts remaining at RFETS will be
characterized in accordance with the requirements of the WIPP Hazardous Waste Permit Waste
Analysis Plan (WAP) that became effective on November 26, 1999. This characterization will
include solid sampling and analysis of the waste material for VOCs and SVOCs. These data will
then quantify the amount and concentration ofVOCs and SVOCs present in the waste material
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after thermal stabilization.
Comment B.4: The discussion (s) pertaining to radiolysis are incomplete. It is agreed that alpha
radiation-sourced radiolysis would be mitigated by metal packaging around pyrochemical salts.
However, neutron, beta and gamma radiation that may exit the metal container will also be
generated and may also cause radiolytic gas generation; gas generation by these processes should
also have been addressed. Also, although information provided imply that the proposed metal
packaging will be maintained, NMED has no control over such maintenance and, hence,
packaging configuration changes that could promote gas generation could occur without NMED
knowledge or concurrence. Further, it is also possible that some - albeit hopefully minimalcontamination could occur outside of the containers within the 55 gallon or other drum. Data
provided by RFETS indicate that while the pyrochemical salts themselves are not to contain
plastics or other organics, plastic bags can be present internal to the 55 gallon containers which
would be subject to radiolytic decay both from radioactive particles outside the metal containers
and from radiation (e.g., gamma radiation) that might penetrate the metal containers. The best
way to assess gas generation via radiolysis and to confirm RFETS assertions is through the
collection of headspace gas data; without this information, potential gas generation via radiolysis
will remain an issue. It should be noted that a memorandum entitled Interim Residue
Characterization Status Report, December 31, 1999, page 3 clearly indicates that pyrochemical
salt wastes are a source of radiolytic degradation of plastics that once encased these wastes.
Response B.4: Part 1. The following response was prepared by the Los Alamos National
Laboratory and addresses the potential for radiolysis from different ionizing radiation.
Weapons-grade plutonium consists of a known mixture of plutonium isotopes, including some
americium-241 (Kosiewicz, 1981). The radioactive decay of these isotopes results in the
emission of alpha particles (helium nuclei), beta particles (electrons), gamma rays (high-energy
photons), and neutrons (uncharged particles). The relative amount of each of these emissions
from plutonium isotopes is well known (Lederer, 1967, pp. 427-441).
Alpha particles can travel only a short distance in a material before they have deposited all of
their energy in it. As examples, the range of an alpha particle is about 0.002 inch in organic
materials and about 0.0005 inch in plutonium dioxide. The deposition of almost all of the energy
of an alpha particle within the wall of a plastic bag causes ionization of the material that results
in hydrogen gas generation by radiolysis. An alpha particle is said to possess high linear energy
transfer (LET) because it deposits a high degree of its energy in a short distance. The short travel
distance of alpha particles in solid material also results in all alpha particles generated within a
steel can being absorbed by the can walls. Consequently, for plutonium materials sealed in a
metal can, none of the alpha particles will pass through the metal of the can to impinge upon a
bag encapsulating it.
Beta particle emission from weapons-grade plutonium accounts for such a small percentage of
the total decay energy that its contribution to the radiolysis of materials in contact with
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plutonium is insignificant and hence ignored. Beta particles travel considerably furth~:r than
alpha particles in a material before they have deposited all of their energy. Consequently, a beta
particle interacts much less strongly with matter than an alpha particle does, providing less
energy transfer to cause ionization and radiolysis. A beta particle is classified as having a much
lower LET and produces about one thousandth of the ionization caused by an alpha particle. For
a thin material, like a plastic bag whose thickness may only be about 0.010 inch, this means there
will be an insignificant amount of radiolysis being caused by beta particles escaping from the
metal can and then traveling through the thin plastic bag.
Gamma radiation has an even lower LET than beta radiation. "The average specific ionization
caused by a gamma ray is perhaps one tenth of that caused by an electron of the same energy."
(Friedlander, 1966, p 108) Consequently, the small amount of gamma radiation that escapes
from a metal can produces even less radiolysis in a bag than is caused by beta radiation.
Likewise, neutrons have a very low LET and will not produce measurable quantities of radiolysis
products via interaction with the thin layer of a plastic bag.
Response B.4, Part 1, Citations:
Bearzi, J.P., 1999. Letter from NMED to Ines Triay dated November 5, 1999,"RE:
RFETS Waste Determination for RF005.01 - Final Review, Att. 1 p.6"
Kosiewicz, S. T., "Gas Generation from OrganicTransuranic Wastes. I. Alpha Radiolysis
at Atmospheric Pressure," Nuclear Technology V. 54, pp. 92-99, 1981.
Lederer, C. M., Hollander, J.M., and Perlman, L., Table oflsotopes, pp. 427-441, New
York, Wiley & Sons, 1967.
Friedlander, G., Kennedy, J. W., and Miller, J.M., Nuclear and Radiochemistry, p.108,
New York, Wiley and Sons, 1966.
"Los Alamos Handbook of Radiation Monitoring," Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
report LA-4400, Los Alamos, NM, 1970.

Response B.4: Part 2. The following response was prepared by RFETS and addresses controls
and requirements associated with packaging configuration for the subject waste stream.
Radiolysis has been extensively evaluated as part of the transportation of transuranic waste in the
Transuranic Package Transporter II (TRUPACT-II) package and is discussed in detail in the
TRUPACT-II Safety Analysis Report for Packaging (SARP). Appendix 1.3.7 of the TRUPACTII SARP specifies the TRUPACT-II Authorized Methods for Payload Control (TRAMPAC).
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The TRAMP AC includes requirements to control the generation and accumulation of :flammable
gas (e.g., hydrogen) from radiolysis. Specifically, the TRAMPAC controls flammable gas
generation and accumulation in payload containers either by an analytical method or by a testing
method.
In the analytical method, the gas generation potential of the subject waste material is well known
and characterized and decay heat limits are imposed per payload container of waste. These decay
heat limits are established based on a conservative estimate of the gas generation potential of the
waste matrix and interacting packaging material and the resistance to gas release based on the
packaging configuration. Thus a waste that is organic in composition will have a much higher
gas generation potential and so will have a more restrictive decay heat limit imposed than a waste
that is inorganic in composition, given that the packaging configuration is the same. Similarly,
waste directly packaged into a metal can will have less potential for gas generation than the same
waste packaged directly in plastic bags because the metal can has no gas generation potential
(being non-hydrogenous and inorganic) while a plastic bag, being organic in composition, has a
high gas generation potential. Also, a packaging configuration with fewer layers of confinement
(i.e., taped bags around the waste material) will have a lower resistance to gas release and so will
have a higher decay heat limit imposed than a packaging configuration with more layers of
confinement (with an overall greater resistance to gas release). For the analytical method, if the
calculated decay heat is less than the decay heat limit, then, it can be demonstrated that any
flammable gas generated will not accumulate within the container to a flammable limit and is
acceptable for shipment in TRUPACT-II.
In the testing method, either the gas generation potential of the subject waste material is
unknown or the waste container exceeds the decay heat restrictions imposed by the analytical
method. In this method, the payload container (i.e., drum) is subjected to gas generation testing.
Here the drum is placed inside a bell jar and the gas generated by the drum is measured and
quantified. If the measured gas generation rate is below an established limit, then, the drum
passes and it can be demonstrated that any flammable gas generated will not accumulate within
the drum to a flammable limit and is acceptable for shipment in TRUP ACT-II.
From the previous discussion it is apparent that the packaging configuration is a critical
component or aspect in the safe transportation of transuranic waste in the TRUPACT-II. To
control packaging configuration, the TRAMP AC requires each payload container have an
assigned shipping category that is included in an authorized TRUPACT-II content (TRUCON)
code. Authorized TRUCON codes are described in detail in the TRUPACT-II Content Codes
(TRUCON) document (DOE/WIPP 89-004). The TRUCON code description in the TRUCON
document includes a description of the specific authorized packaging configuration associated
with each TRUCON code and includes such information as number oflayers of confinement,
direct packaging of waste into metal cans and use of vented layers of confinement. Each
TRUCON code is assigned a specific shipping category and the shipping category specifies the
gas generation potential and the total resistance to gas release and are assigned decay heat limits,
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as appropriate. Identification and certification of the TRUCON code and associated shipping
category for each payload container is required as part of the TRAMPAC.
The packaging of waste is controlled at RFETS using customized Waste Generating Instructions
(WGis) for each waste output. WGis include all associated TRUCON code packaging
specifications. Additionally, the packaging configuration of using metal cans as the inner most
layer of packaging for stabilized pyrochemical salts is documented on a visual examination
checklist that is completed as part of the visual examination at the time of packaging. The
packaging configuration used for the stabilized pyrochemical salts is tightly controlled and not
subject to change without rigorous review and approval.
Comment B.5: RFETS indicates that the JDC 454X, 433X, and 41 lX sample results for each
individual metal was transformed using lognormal transformation. However, RFETS does not
indicate that a preliminary data review was performed on the JDC 433x and 41 lx data prior to
this transformation, as is recommended in EPA guidance (EPA, 1998 and 1999). Additionally,
the transformation performed was not consistent with the arcsine transformation recommended in
SW-846. No tabular data for the normal results are provided, and there is no indication that the
normal data has been graphically plotted to illuminate the structure of the data set. In addition, no
summary statistics (i.e., mean, standard deviation) are provided for the normal data set for each
individual JDC 433x and 41 lx metal. Thus, RFETS has not justified the selection of the
lognormal transformation nor assessed whether the selection of other transformations (e.g.,
arcsine transformation) may be more applicable based upon the structure of the data set. By
reviewing the data, the appropriate approaches and limitations to using the data could be
identified. For example, the selection of the normal mean has been determined to be a better
estimate of the actual population mean if the coefficient of variation is less than 1.2 (Gilbert,
1987). Given the absence of the preliminary data review and insufficient presentation of data
analysis, RFETS should have provided the following for each JDC: tabular normal data for each
metal in each sample group; graphical displays of all normal data and transformed data for each
metal in each sample group (see EPA, 1998); justification for the selected normality verification
and data transformation specifically with respect to SW-846; and normal summary statistics for
all metals in each sample group. In addition, RFETS should have identified that each data set has
been assessed for outliers. Subsequent to the preliminary data review, RFETS should have
provided transformation of the data, as necessary, and provided statistical justification for the
transformation selected.
Response B.5: A preliminary data review was performed for each analyte prior to data.
transformation selection. This review is documented in the "Statistical Solid Analysis Data
Evaluation Report" for each of the waste stream lots.
Because the equations for the upper confidence limit (UCL) and required sample size use the
Student-t probability distribution, the underlying assumption that the data follows the Normal
(Gaussian) probability distribution must be confirmed before the equations may be validly used.
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If the data do not follow, at least approximately, the Normal probability distribution and if the
sample sizes are relatively small (less than 30 to 60), an appropriate data transformation must be
applied to achieve a more symmetric and nearly Normal distribution.

The comment states that "the transformation performed was not consistent with the arcsine
transformation recommended in SW-846." While it is true that the arcsine transformation was
not used, it should be noted that SW-846 only suggests the arcsine transformation as one that
should be considered, among others, (SW-846, pages nine-10 and nine-13). In fact, the arcsine
transformation is inappropriate for normalizing right-skewed data, such as that encountered in
the bulk of environmental pollution data. The arcsine transformation would only be appropriate
for left-skewed data, which is relatively rarely encountered in waste applications. The applicable
section of SW-846 was written in 1986, has never been revised, and reflects the understanding of
data distributional characteristics prevalent in the EPA at that time. Since then Gilbert, Ott, and
others have shown that environmental contamination data are often amenable to log
transformation to achieve near normality. The log transformation was appropriate, was tested
graphically and mathematically for every analyte, and was documented in the evaluation reports
referenced above.
Figure 2 illustrates the differences in effect for the log and arcsine transformations. Data set 1 is
a constructive data set of 1000 observations from a right-skewed distribution and data set 2 is a
constructive data set of 1000 observations from a left-skewed distribution. A relatively large
number of observations are used so that the distributional properties are clearly illustrated in the
histograms shown in the figure, but the transformational effects are identical for smaller data
sets. Both data sets were transformed using the arcsine transformation and the log
transformation and the resulting distributions plotted in follow-on histograms for each data set.
As illustrated in Figure 2, the arcsine transformation is inappropriate for right-skewed data (data
set 1) and the log transformation is inappropriate for left-skewed data (data set 2) in that the
skewness is exacerbated and the distribution becomes even more non-normal. When applied to
the appropriate raw data distribution, the arcsine transformation counteracted the left-skewness
and the log transformation corrected the right skewness, resulting in the "bell-shaped"
distribution characteristic of the Normal distribution. As indicated above, because the equations
directed for determining sample size and UCL values are based upon an assumption of
underlying normality in distribution, data transformation is necessary whenever graphical and
mathematical tests indicate that the data are distinctly non-normal. This was true for all analytes
for which sufficient samples with measurable concentrations were found in order to nm the
commonly accepted distributional tests.
The reference to Gilbert with respect to the coefficient of variation less than 1.2 and what the
comment refers to as the "normal mean" cannot be substantiated from a review of Gilbert. As
stated above, the comment observation that a preliminary data review was not conducted is in
error. The cited graphical displays, normal summary statistics, and statistical justification for the
selected transformation were provided in the above referenced evaluation reports.
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Figure 2 - Effects of ArcSine and Log Transformations on Right-Skew and Left-Skew Data
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Response B.5, Citations:

Statistical Solid Analysis Data Evaluation Report for Stabilized Pyrochemical Salts Lot 1
(JDC 454X, Profile RF005.0J)-TRG-016-99; RFETS Interoffice Correspondence; Dated April
1, 1999; From Thomas R. Gatliffe, Statistical Applications; To E. L. D' Amico, TRU \Vaste
Projects.
Statistical Solid Analysis Data Evaluation Report for Stabilized Pyrochemical Salts Lot 2
(JDC 41 JX, Profile RF005.0J) - TRG-032-99; RFETS Interoffice Correspondence; Dated July
12, 1999; From Thomas R. Gatliffe, Statistical Applications; To E. L. D'Amico, TRU Waste
Projects.
Statistical Solid Analysis Data Evaluation Report for Stabilized Pyrochemical Salts Lot 3
(JDC 433X, Profile RF005.01) - TRG-040-99; RFETS Interoffice Correspondence; Dated
August 31, 1999; From Thomas R. Gatliffe, Statistical Applications; To E. L. D'Amico, TRU
Waste Projects.
Statistical Methods for Environmental Pollution Monitoring, Richard 0, Gilbert, Van
Nostrand Reinhold Company, Inc., New York, 1987.
Sampling Techniques, William G. Cochran, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1977.
Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste Physical/Chemical Methods (SW-846), U.S. E.
P.A., 1996.
Environmental Statistics and Data Analysis, Wayne R. Ott, CRC/Lewis Publishers, Boca
Raton, 1995.
Statistics for Environmental Engineers, Paul Mac Berthouex and Linfield C. Brown,
Lewis Publishers, Boca Raton, 1994.
Comment B.6: RFETS indicates that " ... sufficient samples were taken to characterize these
IDCs ... " (Appendix C, Page C-5). However, no sample size calculations are provided to indicate
that the number of samples collected are adequate to characterize the mean, given the normal
standard deviation that was apparently observed in the data. Since no normal data or normal
summary statistics (e.g., normal mean, normal standard deviation) are provided, the verification
ofrequired sample size has not been presented. As stated in SW-846 (Table 9-1) and in
additional EPA guidance (EPA 1998, 1999), sample size calculations are to be performed on the
normal data set. None of the guidance allows sample size calculations to be performed on
lognormal data sets. In order to document that an adequate number of samples were collected,
RFETS should have provided all sample size calculations based upon the normal data set for
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each metal in each sample group. Preliminary review of the IDC 41 lX, IDC 433X, and IDC
454X results found in Appendix C indicates that use of the unbiased methods could result in the
waste being classified as hazardous for several analytes, including chromium, in IDC 41 lX, IDC
433X, and IDC 454X. Therefore, additional justification of the approach used by RFETS would
be required, which should have specifically addressed the use of unbiased methods. Also, RFETS
should have provided comparison of the results using the unbiased methods suggested by Gilbert
to the methods used by RFETS and provided adequate justification for the methods that were
chosen to make the hazardous waste determination.
Response B.6: The comment states: "However, no sample size calculations are provided to
indicate that the number of samples collected are adequate to characterize the mean, given the
normal standard deviation that was apparently observed in the data." In statistics and statistical
discussions the term normal refers to a particular data probability distribution form, i.e., the
"bell-shaped curve". Data cannot be referred to as "normal" in a statistical sense unless and until
it has been shown to be not significantly non-normal. There are various graphical and
mathematical methods available to test for significant non-normality. A full battery of these tests
was performed on the raw data and the transformed data to confirm the chosen transformation
was appropriate and that the sample size and UCL computations would be valid. The specific
tests for non-normality used included the normal probability plot, the Shapiro-Wilk W Test, the
D' Agostino Omnibus Test, the Anderson-Darling Test, the Martinez-Iglewicz Test, and the
Kolmogorov-Smimov Test. All of these tests are commonly accepted and used throughout the
statistical community. In every case in which one or more analytes were detected above the
method detection limit value, the log transformed and fitted data was found to exhibit near
normality while the raw, non-transformed data did not. To argue for the use of calculation
results based upon the raw data, as suggested by the comment, is to ignore the underlying
assumptions of the equations in question. The required sample size equation is based upon the
assumption of normally distributed data. To use non-normally distributed data is to misapply the
equation and to generate invalid results. The purpose of data transformation is to achieve at least
near-normality in distribution so that the equations may be validly applied.
The comment states, "None of the guidance allows sample size calculations to be performed on
lognormal data sets." This is true. RFETS agrees completely that the sample size calculations
should not be performed on non-normally distributed data. Accordingly, it is noted that the raw
data, i.e., non-transformed data, is the lognormal data set. Therefore, the log-transformed data
are the data that follow the normal distribution. Calculations conducted on non-normally
distributed raw data yielded incorrect results. RFETS has consistently used the correct data set to
perform the required calculations - e.g., raw data are used when it is statistically demonstrated to
be approximately normally distributed while transformed data (that are statistically demonstrated
to be approximately normally distributed after transformation) are used when the raw data are
statistically demonstrated to be non-normally distributed.
However, for sample size calculations to be statistically valid, the calculations need to be
performed on data that are normally or near-normally distributed.
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The comment states, "In order to document that an adequate number of samples were collected,
RFETS should have provided all sample size calculations based upon the normal data set for
each metal in each sample group." This is what was done. Examination of the sample size
equation derived from Cochran (1977) shows that the sample size is a function of the coefficient
of variation (CV) and the t distribution critical value (t0900 _1) only. Thus, once the data have been
transformed to normality or near-normality, a condition required for valid use of the t critical
value, the required sample size may be read directly from Table 3 which was derived by
iteratively solving the equation for various values of CV and the t-value associated with the
sample size.

Table 3 - Table of Required Minimum Sample Size as Function of Coefficient of
Variation for Normally Distributed Data
CV
Min.
CV
Min.
CV
Min.
N
From
From
To
From
To
n
To
n
1.458
5
2.418
2.540
12
3.182
3.276
0.000
19
1.659
6
2.541
2.658
3.277
3.368
1.459
13
20
1.837
7
2.659
2.771
14
3.369
3.457
1.660
21
1.998
8
3.458
1.838
2.772
2.879
3.544
22
15
2.147
9
2.880
2.983
3.545
3.629
1.999
23
16
2.286
2.148
10
2.984
3.084
17
3.630
3.707
24
2.417
3.708
2.287
3.794
25
11
3.085
3.181
18
The comment states: "Therefore, additional justification of the approach used by RFETS would
be required, which should have specifically addressed the use of unbiased methods. Also,
RFETS should have provided comparison of the results using the unbiased methods suggested by
Gilbert to the methods used by RFETS and provided adequate justification for the methods that
were chosen to make the hazardous waste determination." The methods used by RFETS were
unbiased. The reference to unbiased methods in the comment may reflect a misunderstanding of
estimator bias and the treatment of non-detects, or "less than" values, as addressed by Gilbert on
page 178 of his text. However, a more careful reading of Gilbert shows that all of the methods
for treating non-detects, which he describes, are biased in at least one parameter estimation.
Thus the use of the term "unbiased" in the comment is not clear. However, a review of the
literature beyond the Gilbert treatment reveals several methods of mathematically handling nondetects reported as method detection limit (MDL) values. Gilliom and Helsel reported
evaluations of eight of these methods in 1986 through the use of large-scale Monte Carlo
simulations of singly left-censored data from various common distributions. In 1988 Helsel and
Cohn extended this work to include multiple left-censored data. Several other papers were also
reviewed to determine the most accurate and least biased approach to the treatment of multiple
left-censored data with non-detects reported at the MDL. As a result of this review, the serious
flaws and biasedness of simple substitution methods such as one-half MDL were quite apparent.
The mathematical complexity and variable applicability of maximum likelihood estimation
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techniques argued against their use. Because the data suggested a right-skew distribution and
because the lognormal distribution has been shown to frequently provide very satisfactory
modeling characteristics for trace environmental contamination data, it was determined that nondetects would be best handled using the "LR" method for estimating mean and standard
deviation as described in Gilliom and Helsel (1986). This proved satisfactory for nearly every
analyte and superior to other methods from bias and relative ease of use considerations in all
cases.
Response B.6, Citations:
Cochran, W.G., Sampling Techniques, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1977.
Gilliom, R.J. and Helsel, D.R., "Estimation of Distributional Parameters for Censored
Trace Level Water Quality Data, I, Estimation Techniques", Water Resources Research, 22, No.
2, pp. 135-146, February 1986.
Helsel, D.R. and Gilliom, R.J., "Estimation of Distributional Parameters for Censored
Trace Level Water Quality Data, 2, Verification and Applications", Water Resources Research,
22, No. 2, pp. 147-155, February 1986.
Helsel, D.R. and Cohn, T.A., "Estimation of Descriptive Statistics for Multiply Censored
Water Quality Data", Water Resources Research, 24, No. 12, pp. 1997-2004, December, 1988.
Cunnane, C., "Unbiased Plotting Positions -A Review", Journal of Hydrology, 37, pp.
205-222, 1978.
Gilbert, R.O. and Kinnison, R.R., "Statistical Methods for Estimating the Meart and
Variance from Radionuclide Data Sets Containing Negative, Unreported, or Less-than Values",
Health Physics, 40, pp. 377-390, March, 1991.
El-Shaarawi, A.H., "Inferences About the Mean from Censored Water Quality Data",
Water Resources Research, 25, No. 4, pp. 685-690, April 1989.
Haas, C.N. and Scheff, P.A., "Estimation of Averages in Truncated Samples",
Environmental Science & Technology, 24, No. 6, pp. 912-919, 1990.
Helsel, D.R., "Less than Obvious - Statistical Treatment of Data Below the Detection
Limit", Environmental Science & Technology, 24, No. 12, pp. 1766-1774, 1990.
El-Shaarawi, A.H. and Esterby, S.R., "Replacement of Censored Observations by a
Constant: An Evaluation", Water Resources, 26, No. 6, pp. 835-844, 1992.
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Sanford, R.F., Pierson, C.T., and Crovelli, R.A., "An Objective Replacement Method for
Censored Geochemical Data", Mathematical Geology, 25, No. 1, 1993.
Gilbert, R.O., Statistical Methods for Environmental Pollution Monitoring, Van Nostrand
Reinhold Company, Inc., New York, 1987.
Berthouex, P.M. and Brown, L.C., Statistics for Environmental Engineers, Lewis
Publishers, Boca Raton, 1994.
Ott, W.R., Environmental Statistics and Data Analysis, CRC/Lewis Publishers,, Boca
Raton, 1995.
Comment B.7: Attachment B.2 of the Building 707 Salt Stabilization Qualification Report is a
memorandum from TENERA in which log-transformed results are provided for 63 samples. The
upper confidence limit of data presented in the Building 707 Salt Stabilization Qualification
Report B.2 Attachment indicates that the UCL for chromium is very near the regulatory
threshold using the log-transformed data. As such, calculation of the UCL using and alternative
transformation (i.e., arcsine) or normal data may result in a UCL that is above the regulatory
threshold for chromium, but RFETS did not justify the transformation method selected. NMED
is therefore unable to determine if the data were appropriately transformed. RFETS should have
provided all untransformed results, provided an evaluation of the normality of the data prior to
transforming the data, and more thoroughly justified data transformation. Also, RFETS should
have addressed the presence of chromium near or above the regulatory threshold in the first 63
samples discussed in Attachment B.2, for data that are not transformed and for arcsin
transformed data.
Response B.7: The comment states: "The upper confidence limit of data presented in the
Building 707 Salt Stabilization Qualification Report B.2 Attachment indicates that the UCL for
chromium is very near the regulatory threshold using the log-transformed data. As such,
calculation of the UCL using and (sic) alternative transformation (i.e., arcsine) or normal data
may result in a UCL that is above the regulatory threshold for chromium, but RFETS did not
justify the transformation method selected." As indicated in the responses to comments B.5 and
B.6 previously, transformations of the data without consideration of the effect upon the data
distributional shape is inappropriate. The purpose of data transformation by RFETS is to reshape
the resulting distribution to achieve a more nearly Normal data distribution so that the underlying
assumptions for the equations being used to determine required sample size and upper
confidence limits for the mean concentration are more closely met. In all cases, the shape of the
raw data distribution was compared to the desired Normal distribution and the need for
transformation assessed using accepted statistical tests for non-normality. Because none of the
data exhibited left-skewness, use of the arcsine transformation was not appropriate (see responses
and graphical illustrations provided to comment B.5 previously). Because the observed rightskewness could be successfully neutralized by log transformation, that transformation was
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considered more appropriate to achieve near normality in the data distribution.
In cases where there were sufficient detects to establish the likely distributional parameters, the
log transformation yielded satisfactory Normal distribution characteristics and was, therefore,
selected over other candidate transformations. Data that exhibits a Normal probability
distribution after log transformation is said to follow the Lognormal probability distribution in its
non-transformed state. The characteristics of the Lognormal probability distribution have been
well known and extensively studied since the mid-1950's. Aitchison and Brown published a 176
page monograph on the Lognormal Distribution in 1957 and nearly every environmental
statistics text published in the past 10+ years has addressed the use of the Lognormal distribution
as it relates to contaminant concentrations in water, air, soil, and/or physical material matrices.
Examples of such texts are those by Gilbert (1987), Berthouex and Brown (1994), and Ott
(1995).
The comment states: "RFETS should have provided all untransformed results, provided an
evaluation of the normality of the data prior to transforming the data, and more thoroughly
justified data transformation." These materials and justifications were included in the "Statistical
Solid Analysis Data Evaluation Report" provided to the TRU Waste Project Office for each of
the waste stream lots. The justification for data transformation lies in the fact that the raw, nontransformed data failed accepted standard statistical tests for normality in distribution including
the normal probability plot, the Shapiro-Wilk W Test, the D' Agostino Omnibus Test, the
Anderson-Darling Test, the Martinez-lglewicz Test, and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test. Since at
least "near-normality" is assumed by the calculation equations, appropriate data transformation
to achieve this state is required where possible.
Use of non-transformed data in the toxic determination equations is not appropriate, unless a
suitable transformation cannot be found or the sample size is large enough that the Central Limit
Theorem (CLT) from basic statistical theory can be invoked. The CL T states that as sample size
increases, the distribution of the sample mean approaches a Normal probability distribution with
the same mean as the underlying distribution and a standard deviation equal to the underlying
distribution sample deviation divided by the square root of the sample size. The sample size for
which the CLT may be validly invoked is a function of the degree of skewness existing in the
underlying distribution. Estimates of the minimum sample size needed to properly invoke the
CL T range from 5 to 10 for symmetric data upwards to 60 to 90 for very strongly skewed data.
A generally accepted rule of thumb is that the CLT may be safely applied when n = 30 or greater
in most situations, but this is only a rule of thumb and is not universally true. The sample sizes
for the three lots ranged from 8 to 13 and the data exhibited strong right skewness when analytes
were detected. Thus, the CL T could not be invoked with the individual lot characterization data
and may not have been appropriate with the strongly right-skewed data of the non-representative
sample of 63.
The comment states: "Also, RFETS should have addressed the presence of chromium near or
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above the regulatory threshold in the first 63 samples discussed in Attachment B.2, for data that
are not transformed and for arcsin (sic) transformed data." The data in question were used in an
initial effort to determine if control charting of the pyro-oxidation process was appropriate. As
such the samples were collected non-randomly in the sense that sample selection was continuous
for the initial containers produced. After it was determined that control charting was
inappropriate for this process, the prescribed random sample for the entire waste stream was
developed for characterization in accordance with the prevailing WIPP and EPA guidar1ce. ix
However, it should be noted that the existence of individual observations near or above the
regulatory threshold does not mean that the material is necessarily toxic. Per Section 9 .1.1.1 of
SW-846 a material is considered toxic only if the upper 90% confidence limit for the mean
concentration exceeds the regulatory threshold limit (RTL). This does not preclude one or more
individual observations from exceeding the RTL. With respect to the last part of the comment,
calculating a "UCL90" using non-transformed or arcsine transformed data in the given equations
would be inappropriate for the reasons stated in earlier paragraphs of this response and the
derived values would not be valid.
Response B.7: Citations:
Aitchison, J. and Brown, J.A.C., The Lognormal Distribution, Cambridge University
Press, London, 1957.
Gilbert, R.O., Statistical Methods for Environmental Pollution Monitoring, Van Nostrand
Reinhold Company, Inc., New York, 1987.
Berthouex, P.M. and Brown, L.C., Statistics for Environmental Engineers, Lewis
Publishers, Boca Raton, 1994.
Ott, W.R., Environmental Statistics and Data Analysis, CRC/Lewis Publishers, Boca
Raton, 1995.

Statistical Solid Analysis Data Evaluation Report for Stabilized Pyrochemical Salts Lot 1
(JDC 454X, Profile RF005.01}-TRG-016-99; RFETS Interoffice Correspondence; Dated April
1, 1999; From Thomas R. Gatliffe, Statistical Applications; To E. L. D' Amico, TRU Waste
Projects.
Statistical Solid Analysis Data Evaluation Report for Stabilized Pyrochemical Salts Lot 2
(JDC 41 IX, Profile RF005.0l) - TRG-032-99; RFETS Interoffice Correspondence; Dated July
12, 1999; From Thomas R. Gatliffe, Statistical Applications; To E. L. D'Amico, TRU Waste
Projects.
Statistical Solid Analysis Data Evaluation Report for Stabilized Pyrochemical Salts Lot 3
(JDC 433X, Profile RF005.01)-TRG-040-99; RFETS Interoffice Correspondence; Dated
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August 31, 1999; From Thomas R. Gatliffe, Statistical Applications; To E. L. D' Amico, TRU
Waste Projects.
Cochran, W.G., Sampling Techniques, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1977.
U.S.E.P.A., Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste Physical/Chemical Methods (SW-846), U.
S. E. P.A., 1996.
Comment B.8: A memo from Jeanne Ball to Karen Phillips (SafeSites of Colorado, December
31, 1996) indicates in section 2.1.2, that IDC 411 samples previously analyzed for totals analysis
had "failed." RFETS should have clarified what was meant by "failed," and why these totals
results were not included in the acceptable knowledge for the IDC 411 waste stream. Also, all
acceptable knowledge data pertaining to IDC 433X that includes sampling and analysis
information should have been provided.
Response B.8: The term "failed" was used to indicate that a sample exceeded the regulatory
threshold limit for one or more analytes. If an analyte exceeded the regulatory threshold limit for
total metals, TCLP analysis was run. If a sample failed TCLP analysis, then the respective IDC
was flagged to see if trends were evident.
At the time of the December 31, 1996 status report (the referenced memo), total metals and/or
TCLP metals results were complete for 43 containers of all salt IDCs. Total metals analysis was
performed on twenty of the 43, and 9 failed, requiring TCLP analysis. All nine passed
subsequent TCLP analysis. The remaining 23 containers were sampled for TCLP analysis. All
samples from the 12 precedent IDCs of interest passed the TCLP analyses. Therefore, the salts
were confirmed to be non-hazardous.

C. General Compliance With the WIPP Waste Analysis Plan of the November 13, 1998
WIPP Revised Draft Hazardous Waste Permit
Comment C.l: Neither the Stabilized Pyrochemical Salts Document, Rev.2.1, nor References 1
and 2 (the RFETS TRU Waste Acceptable Knowledge Supplemental Information and the
Acceptable Knowledge TRU/TRM Waste Stream Summaries) provide sufficient information
regarding waste stream determination to adequately justify combining IDCs 363,364,411,473,
654,413, and 426 into a single waste stream oflDC 41 lX, or to justify combining IDCs 427,
433,434,435, and IDCs from 454X into a single IDC 433X. Further, all of the processes (e.g.,
Salt Scrub, MSE, Electrorefining, Pyroredox, and Vacuum Melt) are distinctly different, even if
the end result is generation of a salt waste; combination of these processes into a single waste
stream would require additional justification. The WIPP Waste Analysis Plan (WAP) of the
November 13, 1998 revised draft hazardous waste permit (revised draft permit), Attachment B,
page B-2 defines a waste stream as "waste material generated from a single process or from an
activity that is similar in material, physical form, and hazardous constituents." While
pyrochemical salts are the end product of most of the activities which generates IDCs 41 lX,
433X and 454X, the processed generating these waste are distinct, separable activities. In
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addition, data suggests that the IDCs may be inappropriately combined (see comment B.1,
above), and each of the combined IDCs (41 lX, 433X, and 454X) may not have been
representatively or sufficiently sampled to conclude that the analytical data are representative of
that combined IDC.
Response C. l: The technical justification for the mixing of input IDCs is found in the :response
to Comment B.1 and in Attachment 4. The attachment establishes that the combination ofIDCs
was based on similarity of physical forms, similarity of chemical characteristics, and similarity
of hazardous waste content (which in this case is none). These are, in fact, the criteria for waste
stream delineation cited by the NMED in their comment and the criteria established in the QAPP
and the WIPP WAP.
The input and output IDCs in Waste Stream RF00S.01 are Summary Category Group S3000Homogeneous Solids. Because the stabilization process was a treatment of existing containers of
"waste, it was not possible to establish meaningful control charts for tracking the process.
Therefore, RFETS managed the output IDCs as retrievably stored waste with regard to
establishing sampling frequencies. Random sampling of the output IDCs was used at a
frequency established in accordance Chapter 5 of the QAPP. This process assured that the
samples were representative.
Comment C.2: If the acceptable knowledge summary entitled "RFETS TRU Waste Acceptable
Knowledge Supplementation Information" (RF /RMRS-97-018) is intended to include the
acceptable knowledge documentation required in revised draft permit Attachment B4, then it
does not adequately address the WIPP WAP with respect to required content. The revised draft
permit, Attachment B4, Section B-4-2b requires the acceptable knowledge written record to
include a "summary that identifies all sources of waste characterization information used to
delineate the waste stream. The basis and rationale for delineating each waste stream, based on
the parameters of interest, shall be clearly summarized and traceable to referenced documents.
Assumptions made in delineating each waste stream shall also be identified and justified." While
the document appears thorough with respect to waste radionuclide identification and waste
material parameter identification, it does not include sufficient information regarding the basis
and rationale for delineating the waste stream based on hazardous constituents/waste.
Specifically, information provided by DOE as references to the original Rev. 0 and provided as
responses to NMED comments indicate that an extensive quantity of acceptable knowledge
information pertaining to the chemical characteristics ofIDCs 41 lX, 433X, and 454X are not
included in the Supplemental Information Document, including the analytical results for dozens
of samples collected to assess the hazardous nature of waste, and historical sampling and analysis
data (e.g., see memo from Jeanne Ball to Karen Phillips (SafeSites of Colorado, December 31,
1996). Also, the document does not include, reference, or interpret all pertinent sources of
hazardous waste characterization information. It should have been clarified whether this
document was intended to be the AK summary required in the revised draft permit; if it was, the
document should have been revised to address AK required and supplemental knowledge
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reporting requirements with respect to hazardous waste.
Also, a memo from Jeanne Ball to Karen Phillips (SafeSites of Colorado, December 31, 1996)
indicates in section 2.1.2 that IDC 411 samples previously analyzed for totals analysis had failed.
RFETS should have clarified this statement and indicated what was meant by "failed" and why
these totals results were not included in the acceptable attachment B3 indicates that the total and
TCLP results will be functionally equivalent with the exception of a weight/volume conversion.
As a result, a site may use either totals or TCLP in performance of any waste characterization
activities. However, the revised draft permit does not indicate that a generator may exclude one
analysis or the other if the results are not favorable to the expected outcome. Therefore, the
failed total results are appropriate for inclusion, at a minimum, in the acceptable knowledge
record. RFETS should have better justified why the totals analyses were negated when the
revised draft permit clearly allows these analyses, and should have, at a minimum, revised all
acceptable knowledge documentation to include this information.
Response C.2: Because this waste was not mixed waste and it was disposed at WIPP prior to the
effective date of the permit, the acceptable knowledge requirements of the draft or final permit
did not apply. The RFETS assembled AK for waste stream RF005.01 in accordance with the
requirements of the QAPP. An AK summary was provided with the Waste Stream Profile Form
and was found to be adequate. The memo from Jeanne Ball to Karen Phillips (December 31,
1996) is addressed in Item B.8.
Comment C.3: The Stabilized Pyrochemical Salts Document (Section 3.4.2.1) indicates that
RFETS established the number of samples and sampling frequency using the method for
retrievably stored waste (using a statistical sampling method), even though RFETS considers the
stabilized pyrochemical waste to be newly generated (Section 3.4.1), which would use a control
chart method for sample number determination. According to the revised draft permit, the waste
would be considered retrievably stored because it was generated before NMED approval of the
CAO site audit for RFETS. Because NMED suggestions regarding the revised draft permit were
incorporated in the final permit; sites may use either a control chart or statistical sampling
method to calculate the number of samples to be collected (whichever results in more samples
being taken), once the permit becomes effective.
NMED could not determine whether the final permit condition had been met (i.e., use of either
statistical or control chart methods, whichever results in more samples being taken) because the
IDC 41 IX and IDC 433X totals metals data were not provided for review. However, based on
the limited information provided in Appendix C of the Stabilized Pyrochemical Salts Document,
Rev.2.1, IDC 41 IX and IDC 433 do not appear to be homogeneous with respect to chromium
(and possibly lead) contamination. It therefore appears that the use of the newly generated waste
methods for determining the required number of samples could require collection of many more
samples than would be required under the retrievably stored methods. However, since this
activity transpired pre-permit (i.e., under interim status), the waste would be considered
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retrievably stored, and the appropriate sample number collection methodology (i.e., retrievably
stored) was used.
Response C.3: RFETS was correct in characterizing the waste using the same sampling
frequencies as retrievably stored waste. This is because retrievably stored waste sampling
procedures in the QAPP define the maximum number of samples that are required to adequately
characterize a waste stream. Generator sites should not be subjected to conditions that result in
more sampling than the minimum required to satisfy the conditions of representativeness,
precision, and accuracy. Oversampling strategies result in little additional confidence in
analytical results at great additional expense and should be avoided.
Comment C.4: The metals data associated with IDC 41 lX, IDC 433X, and IDC 454X were lognormalized. Attachment B2 does not expressly prohibit the log-normalized of data, but SW-846
indicates that non-normal data should be subject to arcsine transformation. From a WIPP WAP
compliance standpoint, this is a concern since the log-normalized data were used (Section 3.4.2.1
of the Stabilized Pyrochemical Salt Document, Rev. 1) to calculate the number of samples of
IDC 41 lX, JDC 433X and IDC 454X waste to be collected, and NMED questions whether
correct assumptions were made with regard to waste stream identification which ultimately lead
RFETS to use log-normalized data. While the Stabilized Pyrochemical Salts Document, Rev.2.1
did not provide the actual metals analysis data to allow statistical manipulation of the normal
chromium and lead analytical results, it is possible that if the normal or arcsine transformed
metals data had been used to calculate the required number of samples (using the formula
provided in Attachment B2 in Equation B2-7 of the revised draft permit), the site could be
required to collect considerably more than those which were actually collected.
Response C.4: The raw data exhibited a lognormal distribution. As stated previously, lognormal
distributions are common for environmental data. SW-846 indicates that statistical analyses must
be performed on data that are distributed normally. Transformation of data that are not normal is
encouraged. Therefore, the transformation of data that are lognormally distributed is appropriate.
The response to Comment B.5 explains the rationale for using log transformation as opposed to
an arcsine transformation for the data collected from samples of Waste Stream RF00S.01.
SW-846 recognizes that the calculation of the UCL90 concentrations is based on the assumption
that the observations of the contaminant (i.e., analysis results) are drawn from a normal
distribution, and concludes that a transformation may be needed to achieve normality. However,
SW-846 only discusses the use of the square root and arcsine transformation. SW 846
recommends the square root transformation if the mean is approximately equal to the variance
and the arcsine transformation if the mean is less than the variance.
The arcsine transformation is used to stabilize the variance, usually for regression analysis or
analysis of variance, if the observations are expressed as proportions or rates (Kleinbaum,
Kupper, and Muller, 1988). Proportions are associated with binomial data. For example, the
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chance a contaminant concentration exceeds the RTL inn drums out of a sample size ofN.
Another example of proportion data might be the chance that a contaminant concentration is less
than the MDL inn drums out of a sample size ofN. One example given in SW 846 is for a
sample drawn from a negative binomial (a close relative of the binomial) distribution. The metals
data for the RF005.01 waste stream do not meet the criteria of the binomial distribution,
therefore the arcsine transformation is not applicable based on this fact alone.
The RF005.01 waste stream data are based on measured values for individual containers. This
type of measurement is referred to as continuous, because a single observation can take on any
value. Continuous data techniques are used for data sets that do not contain a large number of
values less than the MDL. Transformations of continuous variables use the "Ladder of Powers"
rule (V elleman and Hoaglin, 1981 ). The transformed units alter the distances between
observations on a line plot, either expanding or contracting the distances for extreme
observations on one side of the median, making both sides of the distribution look like the other.
The square root and logarithm are examples of transforms that are used for frequency
distributions that are skewed to the right. The logarithmic transformation is most common for
environmental concentration data (Helsel and Hirsch, 1995; USEPA, 1991; and Gilbert, 1987),
such as the metals data for the RF005.01 waste stream.
The log transformation is appropriate for use when data vary over several orders of magnitude,
which is the case for the RFETS data. The log transformation is applicable in all cases because it
passes the criteria for normality in the Shapiro-Wilk test. In none of the evaluations docs the log
trar1sformation result in the RTL being exceeded for chromium. SW-846 specifically
recommends the arcsine transformation for normalizing data sets where the mean is less than the
variance. The arcsine transformation always fails the Shapiro-Wilk test for normality by a wide
margin and consistently provides the poorest fit of all of the transformations. In fact, the arcsine
transformation typically provides a poorer fit to normality than the untransformed data. (SW846)
Comment C.5: Since the Stabilized Pyrochemical Salts Document, Rev.2.1, did not provide the
actual metals analysis data for IDC 41 lX and IDC 433X, it was not possible determine the
normality of the data or to calculate UCL 90 concentrations based on the normal or arcsine
transformed results. Based on the information regarding the IDC 41 lX metals samples provided
in Appendix C, it appears possible that is the UCL90 concentrations for chromium (and possibly
lead) were calculated using the normal or arcsine transformed data, the UCL90 for chromium
might exceed the regulatory threshold limit (RTL). If this were true, the waste would not be
adequately characterized as non-hazardous for chromium in accordance with the revised draft
permit WIPP WAP.
Response C.5: Shapiro-Wilk is one of several statistical tests that is used to determine whether
or not a sample of size n is drawn from a normal distribution. The test is structured such that if
the null hypothesis is rejected, then there is evidence that the sample is not from a population that
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is normally distributed. Therefore any subsequent sample statistics (e.g., mean, standard
deviation, and UCL 90) may yield biased results. If the null hypothesis is rejected for the raw data
(i.e., the raw data are not normally distributed), then various transforms are tested for normality
using the Shapiro-Wilk test.
The Shapiro-Wilk test for normality was done by RFETS using raw and arcsine transformed data
for chromium, lead, nickel, and zinc in the RFETS pyrochemical salt lots 41 lX, 433X, and
454X. The other metals that were analyzed (Sb, As, Ba, Be, Cd, Se, Ag, Th, V, and Hg)
contained too many values that were less than the MDL for this type of analysis to be applied.
Although the only metal at issue for being above the RTL is chromium, the other three metals
were tested in order to compare results for determining the appropriate transformation. In all
cases, the raw data were not normally distributed. Likewise, the arcsine-transformed data are not
normally distributed. Consequently, it is inappropriate to make regulatory decisions using either
the raw or arcsine transformed data.
All of these data have been submitted to the NMED in the form of statistical solid analysis data
evaluation reports for stabilized pyrochemical salts, Lots 1, 2, and 3. See the response to
Comment A.
Comment C.6: Headspace gas analyses are required for every waste container as specified in
Module II.C and Section B-3 (a) (1) of Attachment B of the revised draft permit. However,
Section 3.4.1 of the Stabilized Pyrochemical Salts Document, Rev.2.1 indicates that headspace
gas sampling and data were not performed on IDC 41 IX, IDC 433X, and IDC 454X containers.
RFETS justifies this exception based on visual examination results, acceptable knowledge
information regarding the presence ofVOCs/SVOCs, and lack ofradiolytic gas generation.
However, several questions remain concerning this justification (refer to comments under
Section B, above).
Response C.6: Waste Stream RF005.01 is not a mixed waste stream, therefore the draft permit
requirement to sample headspace gas was not applicable. See the response to Comment B.4.
Comment C.7: Solids sample analysis for SVOCs and VOCs is specified in the WAP,
Attachment B the revised draft permit. The WIPP WAP does not exclude confirmatory sampling
of SVOC and VOC total analyses based on process knowledge. However, SVOC and VOC
analysis of salt samples was not performed for IDCs 41 lX, 433X, and 454X, as the Stabilized
Pyrochemical Salts Document, Rev.2.1 (Section 3.4.2) indicates that the thermal stabilization
process would volatilize or destroy all potential VOC and SVOC compounds in the waste. Refer
to Comment No. B.3, above.
Response C.7: Waste Stream RF005.01 is not a mixed waste stream, therefore the draft permit
requirement to sample VOC/SVOC solids is not applicable. See the response to Comment B.3.
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Comment C.8: Visual examination apparently did not include videotaping of the actual
examination. Section B1-3 of Attachment Bl of the revised draft permit WIPP WAP specifies
that all visual examination activities will be video/audio taped and documented on a visual
examination data form.
Response C.8: Waste Stream RF005.01 is not a mixed waste stream and was disposed of prior to
the effective date of the permit, therefore the draft permit requirements regarding video taping
were not applicable. Furthermore, the cited section of the draft permit applies to "Radiography"
and visual examination activities associated with radiography.
Comment C.9: There is no indication that the facility collected co-located samples (field
duplicates) for IDCs 41 IX and 454X or equipment blanks (all IDCs). There is also no indication
that certified clean disposable sampling equipment or adequate decontamination procedures, as
specified in section B1-2b of the revised draft permit WIPP WAP, were used. While an
exemption may have been granted by CAO with regard to sampling and duplicate sample
collection, this exemption does not agree with the revised draft permit.
Response C.9: Waste Stream RF005.01 is not a mixed waste stream and was disposed of prior to
the effective date of the permit, therefore the draft permit requirements regarding sampling were
not applicable.
Comment C.10: The Stabilized Pyrochemical Salts Document (Section 3.4.2.2) indicates that
RFETS used a carbon steel cup to collect waste samples. However, the revised draft permit
WIPP WAP does not allow the use of scoop sampling for retrievable stored waste. Since this
activity has transpired pre-permit (i.e., under interim status), the waste would be considered
retrievably stored, and therefore the waste was not sampled in accordance with the WIPP WAP>
If this activity had occurred after the final permit was effective and then site audit report was
approved, and the waste were considered newly generated, then the activity would probably be in
compliance with the final permit
Response C.10: Waste Stream RF005.01 is not a mixed waste stream and was disposed of prior
to the effective date of the permit, therefore the draft permit requirements regarding sampling
were not applicable.
Comment C.11: Numerous exemptions have been granted generator sites with regard to activities
such as headspace gas sampling, sample protocol, etc. While some of these exemptions are
included in the responses to comments information package and are referenced in the Stabilized
Pyrochemical Salts Document, Rev.2.1, additional exemptions could have been given that were
not included in the Stabilized Pyrochemical Salts Document, Rev.2.1 and which could impact
WIPP WAP compliance. All relevant exemptions should have been provided to NMED for
review.
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Response C.12: All relevant exemptions have been provided to the NMED. However, since
Waste Stream RF00S.01 is not a mixed waste stream and was disposed of prior to the effective
date of the permit, therefore the requirements of the draft and final WAP were not applicable.
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Attachment 1

Waste Stream and Residue Identification and
Characterization, Building 707, Version 6. 0
(34 pages)
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Attachment 2

Salt Residue Stabilization Building 707
Qualification Report, Revision 2. June 29, 1999
(92 pages)
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Attachment 3

Visual Examination Forms for IDC 41 lX and
433X Cans of Salt Randomly Selected for
Sampling
(17 pages)
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Attachment 4

Summary Report Salt Management Project
Dated July 31, 1996

And

Los Alamos Memorandum NMSM/RF:98-021
(23 pages)
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Attachment 5

ER Flow Diagram from Revision 1 of the NonMixed Waste Determination Report
(One page)
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